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Today, we face the perplexing, perennial question: Does size matter? 

This is a family-oriented newspaper so we will not examine the size 

of the cerebellum or other distasteful body parts such as the Islets of 

Langerhans which are certainly not some exotic vacation paradise, 

I can assure you. 

In 2004, Super Size Me was a movie that examined the 

influence of the fast food industry. Morgan Spurlock demonstrated 

the consequences on his health of a diet of solely McDonald's food for 

one month.  Suffice to say that it was not good pr for McD’s. 

 Now Tim Hortons enters the fray by eliminating the small 8-oz. cup and replacing it with 

its medium 10-oz. cup, so all the other sizes change as well (large becomes medium, extra-large 

becomes large) and Timmies will add a new 24-oz. extra-large size, precisely the problem that 

Spurlock targeted. Every time a clerk asked him if he wanted the supersize, he was obliged to 

say yes. 

 I have always imbibed a fair amount of coffee. I like it. It starts my day, and I am one of 

few who can readily fall asleep at night after consuming caffeinated coffee. None of that weak 

stuff for me. Aiding and abetting my desire for coffee is recent research indicating that coffee in 

large amounts may help prevent certain cancers. But who really knows?   

 "Guests will get the same amount of coffee for the same price as before, just the names of 

the cups have changed," says Alexandra Cygal, Tim Horton’s spokeswoman. And if you want to 

get an idea about how large a 24-oz. extra large coffee is, it's the same size as two standard pop 

cans or one-and-a-half pints or four average cups of coffee. That’s tons of coffee, and makes me 

wonder if Tim Hortons will increase the size of their washrooms.  

 As for bladder dimension, it depends on how much urine is stored. Without urine it is 

tetrahedral in shape which is always a neat fact to bring up in casual conversations. “Say Max, 

did you know that my bladder is tetrahedral in shape?” Max will be impressed. When the bladder 

is full, it can accommodate between 300ml-800ml of urine. Apparently there are some bladders 

that can accommodate 2,000ml. They belong to those huge people that play on the line of 

scrimmage in the NFL. They can go without elimination for as long as a camel can go without 

water in the desert. 

Starbucks and McDonalds, Tim Horton’s opposition are both offering large sizes At 

McDonald’s McCafé, you can even choose between several gourmet coffee choices: 

cappuccinos, lattés, and iced and hot mochas. They’re brewed with rich, bold espresso and made 

with real steamed milk, real chocolate and whipped cream. Starbucks was first to offer designer 

coffee such that one needed to visit one’s bank before ordering. 

Will Tim up-size everything including extra large timbits, and when then does a timbit 

enter perilous doughnut territory? Why not simply name fast food stores “Obese R Us?” 

 They could also inject some levity in their marketing by employing bra cup sizes or shoe 

sizes. I wear extra-wide triple-E shoes, and accordingly am in demand for grape-crushing 

contests. It would be great to order a Triple-E coffee and a double-C for my spouse.   

This size thing was inevitable following the chocolate bar people who actually decreased 

size with cost remaining the same. But now, not only do you have to bring an adding machine to 

the supermarket to count calories, but you also require close to a Ph.D. in math plus own a slide 

rule and a compass. 

If you are intrigued by the Islets of Langerhans as I was many 

decades ago, they are the regions of the pancreas that contain endocrine or 

hormone-producing cells, discovered in 1869 by German pathological 

anatomist Paul Langerhans at the age of 22, which shows that anyone can 

get something named after them if they are vigilant. I am currently engaged 

in relentless research to discover weight-reduction properties in peanut 

butter, which I hope to name the Caverns of Keenan. Wish me luck. 

 


